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MISSION to support personal and professional growth of educational leaders to impact teaching, leading, 

and learning in Mississippi.   
  

VISION to provide a mechanism for collaboration among educational leadership faculty across the state 

of Mississippi in order to present a collective voice to advocate for policy and practice yielding highly 

effective P-16 educational programs.   

 

2021-2022 Focus/Goal 

Internally and Externally, create a professional learning community of educational leadership faculty that 

provides a forum for staying abreast of issues and trends facing administrators and using this information 

to strengthen the relevance of educational leadership courses/programs.  

 

 

Please use the 5 C’s below to guide your discussion regarding strategies we might consider to enact our 

current year goal. (from Brene’ Brown, Dare to Lead)  

 

Color:  

What are we doing and why? We agreed upon the goal in our last session. See above.  

 

Context:  

A. What would our professional learning communities discuss/learn together? What are the most 

pressing trends that we, as an organization, could guide our EPP faculty and practitioners through 

effectively? Ensure the topics you recommend align with our vision and mission. Consider the 

work we have already done as a topic that could drive shared learning in our PLC for both 

internal and external stakeholders.  

 

 

 

Connective Tissue:  

A. How does this connect to the work, mission, and vision of MELFA? What resources do we have 

at our disposal to enact our goal? Can we leverage what we have already done?  

 

 

 

B. What strategies would you recommend to enact our PLC? What are your ideas for executing the 

development and delivery of a PLC? What is the role for existing committees? Are existing 

committees sufficient? Do we need partnerships?  

 

 

Cost:  



What is the cost of the strategy you are proposing? Do we have partnerships or other resources to cover 

the cost?  

 

 

 

Consequence:  

What will be the impact of the strategy you are proposing? Will it help us attain our goal? What would 

you hope to achieve as a result of the strategy you propose?  


